Electrode insertion depth in cochlear implantees estimated during surgery, on plain film radiographs and with electrode function testing.
Three methods of determining electrode insertion depth in cochlear implantees are studied: intraoperative counting of inserted electrodes, plain film radiography using Stenvers projection and postoperative electrode function testing. In 16 cases the number of electrodes inserted in the cochlea were counted both by the surgeon at surgery and by two independent observers on plain film radiographs using Stenvers projections. The electrode function was tested postoperatively. The differences between the three methods in estimation of the number of intracochlear electrodes were analyzed with t-tests, and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) of the mean differences were calculated. The mean difference between the radiograph observers was 0.25 electrode (95% CI, -0.69 to 1.19 electrodes.) The mean difference between radiography observations and the surgical counts was 0.60 electrode (95% CI, -0.71 to 1.91 electrodes.) The mean difference between surgical counting and electrode function testing was 0.40 electrode (95% CI, -0.66 to 1.46 electrodes.) The mean difference between radiograph observations and electrode function testing was 0.50 electrode (95% CI, -0.51 to 1.51 electrodes.) No significant differences existed between the three methods. Our findings showed similar results in estimating electrode array insertion depth with the three methods. Plain film radiography using Stenvers projection is satisfactory if imaging is indicated for determining the number of inserted electrodes.